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51. O the Metrizatiort and the Completion o a

Space with Respect to a Urdormity.

By Jingoro SUZUKI.

(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, MJ.A., May 16, 1951.)

We first recall some definitions.’ A collection {1]ie/2} of
open coverings of a topological space R is called a uniformity. If
{1] ae/2} satisfies the condition"

For any a,B t2 there exists /2 such that lit is a refinement
of 1J and 11, {J} is called a T-uniformity.

If { 1L ae/2} satisfies the condition-
For any af2 there exists (e)/2 such that for each set

U,(a) l(a) we can determine a set U of 1 and ; $(,
so that S(U, 1) U, the uniformity {1I} is called regular.

In 1 we shall prove

Theorem 1. if a countable number of open coverings {tt
1, 2,...} of a T-spaee R forms a regular T-uniformity agreeing
with the topology, then R is metrizable.

The simple extension R* of a space R with respect to a uni-
formity {11.} s not always complete. In 2 we shall show that
if we understand the notion of a Cauehy family in a more re-
stricted sense, then the simple extension R+ of R in this restricted
sense is complete if {l] agrees with the topology of R.

I express my sincere thanks to Prof. K. Morita for his many
valuable suggestions and advices.

1. Theorem i will be established by virtue of a theorem of
A.H. Frink,-) if the following three lemmas are proved.

Lemma 1. Under the assumption of the theorem there exists
a uniformity {, ]n 1, 2,--.} such that {} is equivalent to
and , ....,..-.

Proof. We put 1I--. Next we select t, such that
lt,.. and put ,--.. Now let us assume that .z are obtained
for i_n. We take 1,/ such that lt,,,.tL,+>tl,+ and put
1I,,/ .,. Then { In 1, 2,.-. } satisfies clearly the condi-
tions of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. For any point p of the space R and any index n,
there exists an index mo such that

1) K. Morita" On the simple extension of a space with respect to a uni-
formity. I. Proc. Japan Acad. 27 No. 2, (1951).

2) A.H. Frink: Distance functions and the metrization problem. Bull. Arner.
Math. Soc., vol. XLIII (1937), Theorem 4, p. 141.
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We shall denote such mo by v.(p,n).
Proof. For the index n, we take the index m (n) and for

,he index m, we ,ake further the index m ).(m). Then there
is a V., such that pe V:, V:e !,.:. If for m, V,.o. we take l
(m,, V:), there exists some V.,e. satisfying the relation"

For the idex n and V.,,, we take the idex l-. (n, V.,), then
for some V,e!:,. we have

2 ) S(V,. ) . V,,.

If we take finally .0 such that

then
s(, ,,) s(p, .,).

In fact, from the relations (3), (1) and (2) it follows that

s(p, .o) s(s(p, ,), o) < s(s(p, ,,), ,) <s(s(v, ,,),

This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Lemma . For any point p of the space R and any index n,

there exists some index m re(p, n) such that

(4) S(p, ) S(q, ,) 0

implies

S(q, ,) S(, ,).

Proof. For the index n, we put mo---(p, n) (cf. Lemma 2).
For the index too, we put further k (p, mo). Then we have

(5) s(p,-,) < s(p, ,).

Moreover, if we take such that

(6) ., ,0,
then the index m satisfies the condition o this Lemma. Indeed
by the relations (4), (6), (5) and Lemma 2 we have

s(q, ,.,) < s:(p, .,) s(s:(p, ,.,), ,.,) s(s(p, .), )
s(s(p, ), :))= s(p, ,) s(p, ).

This completes the proo of Lemma 3.
Thus we have proved that {S(p, )] n 1, 2, ...} satisfies the

conditions of A.H. Frink.:) Hence the proof of Theorem I is com-
pleted.
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Remark 1. L.W. Cohen said in his famous paper as follows-
" The question arises as o whether a Hausdorff space, satisfying
the first deumerabiliy axiom and III" To each p R and n,
there are positive integers re(n) ad k(p, n) such hat if V(,)(q),
V.(.)(p) 4= 0 then V,(,.)(q) V(p), is metrizable." From the
neighborhood system satisfy.ing above conditions, we can construct
a uniformity which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1,) so that
this questioa is affirmatively answered by our Theorem 1.a

2. Let {1t a2} be a uniformity of R. We shall say that
a family {PIleA } of subsets of R is a Cauchy family (with re-
spect to the uniformity {;} ), if it has the finite intersection
property and satisfies the condition"

1) For any act2 there exist a set Pe{P,} and BeY2 and a set
U of lt such that S:(P,, 1;) U.

Theorem. 2. If {l} is a T-uniformity, then 1) is equivalent
+/-o the condition.

2) For any integer n 2 ad a, there exist a set Pe{P,} and
Be2 ad a set U of 1I such that S(P, 1t) U.

Proof. It is evident that 2)implies 1). To show the converse
it is sufficieat to prove for n----3. For the index a we take B and

satisfying condition 1), and further for he index B we take
.0 and B0 such that it satisfies the condition 1). Let 1I be a re-
finement of and 11, rhea we have

S’(P,0.II,) S(S(P,.lt,,), 1t) S(U., 1I) S(S(P. 1I), II)
S’(P,. 11) U,,. Q.E.D.

It is to be noted that our definition of Cauchy family is more
restrictive than that of K. Morita, that is {P} is a Cauchy family
in the sense of K. Morita if it is a Cauchy family in our sense.

A Cauchy family {P} is said to be equivalent to another
Cauchy family {Q}" written {P}{Q,.}, if for any Pz{P,} and
any aY2 there exist a set Q{Q} and !2 such that S(Q.lt)
S(Pz. ll,).

As is show by K. Morita, the equivalence of Cauchy families
is an equivalence relation.

])’or a subset A of R we denote by a the closure of A in R.
We consider the equivalence classes of vanishing Cauchy families
.and denote by p+ the class to which {P} belongs. Then we define

C {p-IH" 0 for some {P}p+},

3) L. W. Cohen" On imbedding a space in a complete space, Duke Math.
Jour., vol. 5 (1939), p. 183.

4) Cf. K. Morita" Loc. cit.
5) Mr. M. Sugawara reported at the annual meeting of Math. Soc. of Japan

in Oct. 1951 that he solved affirmatively this question of Cohen. His proof is not
yet known to us.
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R+=R+C.

Moreover, for any open set G of R we define the t G+ as an
open subset of R+C as follows:

G+-- G+{p+ [p+eC and {P}p+ implies that S(P.II,) G for
some Pz and lt}, and define

+ {+lv}.
We take G+ as a basis of open sets of R+. Ther the followiag

lemmas can be proved.)

Lemma 4. {1I+} is a uniformity of R+

Lemma S. If {ll} agrees with the topology of R, then
agrees with the topology of R+

Now we shall prove
Theorem :. If {1} is a T-uniformity o R, agreeing witk

the topology of R, aad {Xz} is a Cauchy family of R+, then

Theorem 3 ollows immediately from the following !emmas
7 and 8.

Lemma 6. If we define
then {P eA, eY2} is a Cauchy family of.R. Accordingly it is
also a Cauchy family in R+.

Proof. Since it is clear that {P} has the finite intersection
property (cf. Lemma 7 in Morita’s paper), it is sufficient to prove
that or any there exis Po, BeY2 and UeII such that S’(P,oo,
II) <: U.

For any iadex , there exist A,/eY2 and U+ ell+ such that

7 S"-(X, ll+) U+

Next or the index , there exist o, o and U+II+ such that

8 ) s-(xo, uo+) u+

Moreover, if Ith is a refinement of and , then we have

S(Po,, ) U.
In fact, from (8) and (7) it follows that

p +S ( o, U)S’(P,,, ,+)S(S(X ,+) ,+)S(S(X, o +)
S(U+, +)S(S(X, u+), +)S(Xi, n+) U+

Therefore U=U+R S"(Poh ,)R=S(P, ,)
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.

Lemma 7. {X}{P,}, that is, for any i and there exist

Pzoo and B0 such that S(Po, +) S(X,, +)
Proof. For any index there exist 10, ao and U+eI+ such
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that S:(Xo, Ll,.o/) U,+ Then we have S(Po II[)----S:(X,o
< u+ S(X, +).

Lemma 8. {X}{Y} implies Hj,+=II.+

This is evident by Lemma 4 in Morita’s paper, since {+}
agrees with the topology of R+

Theorem. 4. If the uniformity { aeg} is a regular T-uni-
ormity, the condition 1) of Theorem 2 is equivalent to the con-
dition

3) For any a there exist 2, B aad Ue such that

S(P., u) C. Uo.
Proof. It is evident that 1) implies 3). We shall prove the

converse. For any index r, we take a(a). By the condition 3)
for a(a) there exist , , and U()e tl() such that

9 ) S(P,, 11) G U().

For (a, U)) there exists U e 11 such that

(10) S(U, 16) U.
Moreover, we take l such that 1I. 1. Then from (10) and

(9) it follows that

S(P. u) S(S(P,. u,), ) S(G(, ’&) U.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.

Remark 2. Let R* be the simple extension of R with respect
to a uniformity {1} in the sense of K. Morita. Our extension R/

is in general a subspace of R*, but R+ coincides with R* for a
regular T-uniformity, as is shown by Theorem 4.


